
Archangel Michael Message: 

We have been living in an unreal world, a world of illusion where by the truth have 

been distorted, altered and even deleted in order to take away our God giving 

powers, and keep us captive in a reality of fear, straggle and depravation. The 

Creators master plan for this Universe is stored away within our sacred mind and 

the key to the wisdom of the ages, and the ability to once again become a master/ or 

Creator on the Earth plane is stored on our Sacred Heart. That is why they have 

emphasize so often the importance of removing the protected shield we place over 

the Solar Heart Center ions ago, so that we would not feel so much emotional 

distress. What we were not aware is that by doing so, is that our radiance was 

greatly diminished for the in-flow and out-flow of Divine Creator Light from our 

Sacred Heart Center, was also greatly decreased. As a result, we could no longer 

activate the Adam mantic particles of Creative Light with pure loving intent from 

within our Sacred Heart. Thereafter, we had only the half spectrum prime of light 

force substance to work with. Our threefold flame could no longer place force, 

therefor; our creator abilities to manifest were also diminished, and that began the 

straggle to tap into and use our divinely bestow attributes and talents. We are in an 

Era of great reversal, rectifications, and expansion, were we’ve been giving an 

opportunity to harmonize all the negativity; we have personally created along with 

the iniquities that were forced upon us. They have explained that when we, the Star 

seed, began our journey out into the great void and the un-manifest Universe, 

elaborate plans for the pathway back into the refine realms of Light were made and 

put on hold until the appropriate time and certain conditions were met. That time 

has arrived, and the plan has been activated, as we are aware; every phase of Life for 

humanity and the Earth has radically changed in the last 30 years. Beloved, be 

aware that what it has occurred in the recent past is only the beginning of even 

greater changes, and our Higher Self are endeavoring to give our techniques, 

advance information, teachings and every opportunities to traverse the waves of 

change with easy and grace. We have explained briefly, in several ways, how we 

refracted into smaller facets of our” Divine I Am Presence” in preparation to assist in 

the creation of the ever denser, reduced frequency, lower dimensional galaxies, 

solar systems and planets. We have also discuss how each fragment of our Divinity 

then separated into two sparks of Light, one with feminine attributes, and the other 

with masculine characteristics; each one of those profound separations was 

accomplish within a small pyramid of Light created expressly for that purpose. The 

Master Plan was fail proof, for each time we divided our essence, we left an etheric 



replica waiting for the time of reunification within one of the small pyramids of 

light, this personal Pyramids are scattered throughout the Universe in many 

dimensions and many of the sub-dimensions. Our Beloved Father-Mother God, The 

Elohim, Builders of form and the Archangels have created living pyramids of Light 

within every level of Creation, so we can get access to the building blocks of Life. 

This Life giving forms give access to the frequencies of Light which are necessary 

components of transformation, so that we; as human beings, can return to a state of 

Higher Consciousness’, Our Divine State. We are in the process of reconnecting with 

the many facets of ourselves which are situated within the multilevel of the 5th 

dimension, and some of us have even connected with a fragment or two of our 6th 

dimensional essence. When we speak of the soul merge, it is not just a onetime 

occurrence; it is the beginning of an ongoing wondrous and complicated process 

whereby each time our energetic signature reaches a certain frequency, we are 

reconnected with a higher facet of our soul, Higher Self. The Pyramid that contains 

the etheric replica of that facet of Self moves into alignment with our Colum of Light, 

which is our connection to our I AM PRECENSE, GOD SELF, and gradually the 

essence of that fragment merges with our soul self, within our Sacred Heart Center, 

When we reach a certain level of God Consciousness, the process is greatly 

accelerated, and the time spam between each soul merges dramatically lessen.  

The Law of the circle has been initiated throughout this Universe, and the energetic 

impact of this Grand Supreme Creator Seed Thought is now operating in full force. 

The Time of expansion for this phase of Creation it has come to a close, and the 

current phase of the cycle in tales the Creator sending forth Its Essence to 

incorporate all that has been created during this particular cycle of expansion. It is a 

merge of all the balance, manifested essence of Creation so that the Supreme 

Creator, The Gods, and Goddesses throughout the Omni Verse, and all the great 

Beings of Light can know and experience all that they have created. We have heard 

this saying many times: As above, so bellow and this is an important truth to 

remember. 

Just as we are reclaiming all the facets of our Divinity, the same reunification 

process is occurring from the Supreme Creator Source outward. The information we 

have given to assist us in reclaiming our co creative abilities is a micro cosmic 

duplication of the creative process throughout the Omni Verse. First, we must gain 

the ability to draw force the full spectrum Metatronic Light. Life force of this 

Universe called Adam mantic particles, which is radiated force into the river of Life 



from the Heart Core of our Father-Mother God. It becomes accessible when our 

energetic signature is at tune to the Mid-4th dimensional level and higher. In order to 

take advantage of this Divine Gift, we must understand and apply the Universal 

Laws of Manifestation, and we must activate the Adam mantic particles of Light with 

our Pure Intention before this essence of Light can be activated and flow forth out 

into the World. To speed up the process, it is important that we have created our 

own personal Creator Wheel, Flower of Live Circle around us, and we have felted 

with our carefully thought out grand design for the future. Thereafter, by the infinity 

breathe, our focus intentions and delivered actions; the process of manifestation in 

the material world is greatly accelerated. The up and flow of Creation is never 

ending, there is a still point pause while the seed thought are being form and the 

essence of Light is activated within the mind and Heart of the Creator, and at every 

level of Creation, down to us; A human co-creator on Planet Earth. This is 

accomplish by infusing, activating the seed thoughts with love, the seed thoughts are 

then breath out into the void to be manifested in the world of form, this process 

continues through each great cycle until it is time for the return; reunion process to 

begin. All Creation is in the process of being incorporated into the Grand Creator 

Circle of Divine Light and anticipation of the next great still point pause, and the 

next momentum cycle of expansion. This process is repeated over and over again at 

every level of Creation within this Universe, we are in the midst of a Cosmic Reunion 

Process, our brave Brothers and Sisters, and we will evolve in due time, in one way 

or another, we must be aware that this transformation process is a long and 

complex cycle, however; it can be a grand journey if we would take advantage of the 

wisdom teachings and the tools that have been offered to us. The Law of the Circle 

states that: Every new Creator endeavor must begin from within the still point of 

will, power, the core essence of the Creator, co-creator. The Law of the Triangle is 

another important component of Creation; we are familiar with the Trinity Concepts 

from our Bible; Father-Son-Holly Spirit; which in actuality is the masculine facet of 

God, the first Ray of Divine Will, Power. And the Wholly Spirit is the Mother facet of 

God, which has been infused with seed thought Adam mantic particles from the 

mind of the Father-God. The seed thought then have been activated with the Second 

Ray of Love, Wisdom within the Heart Core of the Mother-God, and then sent forth 

out in to the Universe by the river of Life, to be use by the Sons/Daughters through 

the qualities, attributes and aspects of the 3rd Ray to create worlds and wondrous 

things without end. The Power of the Trinity has been a driving force throughout 

this Universe. Archangel Metatron, Lord Melquisedeck, and Archangel Michael form 

a Trinity of Consciousness at the Universal level, they bare and radiate the Divine 



Light, Divine Wisdom, Divine Will aspects and qualities of our Father-Mother-God 

out into this Universe. The Trinity of Consciousness is an important component of 

the creative process, for we must use the attributes, qualities and aspects of the tree 

powerful God Rays if we wish to become a successful, proficiency God Creator of 

form at any level of Creation. We, the Star seed, have joined with many groups, large 

and small; throughout the Universe, and we have accepted special assignments 

which were to be carrying out as a group in various locations and specific times. It 

has been mention before that we have been encoded with time or event triggers 

within your Diamond-core-God-cell, which has been or it will be activated at the 

designated time, or when specific part of the grand plan was to be initiated. We have 

been a part of many Trinity cells, which consisted of special assignments of the 

Highest Order. This Try up are usually compose of close soul companions, or souls 

who have had many special assignments in the past, and will also come together in 

the future. Groups of three, nine and twelve are joining together more and more 

often during this time of reunion, and this will occur even more often in the future. 

Are we ready to expand our vision beyond our private little world, or microcosmic 

reality? YES! YES! YES, I AM! 

Are we ready and willing to accept the truth that we affect everyone and everything 

in this Universe, to one degree or another, and that everyone on Earth, and in every 

other realm also affects us? YES! 

We ask each of us, Are we ready to use the wondrous gifts that are our divine birth 

right, what will be our legacy to humanity and Mother Earth. Let’s reach for the 

Stars! Beloved, for there is no limit for what we can manifest when our visions are in 

harmony with the Divine Plan for the greatest good of all. We can call forth a legion 

of Angels, and lovely and gladly will assist us until the victory of the Light is 

manifested. 

We know the Light is in our Sacred Heart Center, to inspire, guide, and protect us, 

and to radiate THE LOVE of our FATHER-MOTHER-GOD 

Words of our Beloved ARCHANGEL MICHAEL, to All Beloved Sons/Daughters of 

FATHER-MOTHER-GOD-CREATION. 

 

 


